**TECHNICAL DATA**

## Clear Cut - Biodegradable Cleaner / Degreaser

### PRODUCT #: JL-0609

### CHARACTERISTICS:

- **Appearance:** Clear liquid
- **Odor:** Characteristic
- **pH:** 13.09
- **Specific Gravity:** 1.080
- **Weight:** 9.01
- **Viscosity:** Water Like
- **Flash Point:** N/A
- **Dilution:** 1:50

### ADVANTAGES:

This professional fleet pressure washing concentrate for hot or cold systems contains the highest quality non-toxic penetrants and surfactants. It is biodegradable and contains no butyl, caustics, solvents or acids. It is very effective in dissolving hydrocarbon deposits, grease, oil, road film, soil, scum, etc. Clear-Cut is developed for hot and cold pressure cleaning systems used in fleet and truck washing without brushing. It will also help to prevent scale build up in automatic equipment. Clear-Cut can be used for vehicles, black exhaust streaks, oil rigs, construction equipment, mining machinery, floors, walls, plastics, engines, and whitewall tires. Use as a degreaser for any tough cleaning job. Its versatile uses make Clear-Cut a real need for every type of business as well as home use.

### DIRECTIONS:

Highest dilution ratios should be used when washing in the sun or extremely hot surfaces. Clear-Cut can be diluted up to 1 to 50 and still cut grease for light household cleaning.

### AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY USE:

- **HOT HIGH PRESSURE:**
  - Light cleaning: 1 to 20 parts water
  - Heavy cleaning: 1 to 10 parts water
- **GENERAL CLEANING:** (floors, walls, etc.)
  - 1 to 30 parts water
- **HEAVY GREASE WITHOUT PRESSURE:**
  - 1 to 5 parts water

### PRECAUTIONS:

- **Inhalation:** Remove affected person to fresh air; if symptoms persist seek medical attention.
- **Skin:** Remove contaminated clothing; wash affected area with soap and water; launder contaminated clothing before reuse; if irritation persists, seek medical attention.
- **Eyes:** Check for and remove contact lenses. Flush eyes with clear running water for 15 minutes while holding eyelids open; if irritation persists, seek medical attention.
- **Ingestion:** Give two glasses of water for dilution; DO NOT induce vomiting; never give anything by mouth to an unconscious person; seek medical attention.

### TRANSPORT INFO:

- **Proper Shipping Name:** Not Regulated for Transport by Truck
- **DOT Hazard Class:** Not Regulated
- **Packing Group:** Not Regulated
- **ID#:** Not Regulated

### AVAILABLE IN:

- 275 Gal. Tote, 300 Gal. Leg Tank or delivered via Tanker Truck

### GUARANTEE:

Jamson Labs’ / Power Kleen’s manufacturing and laboratory controls ensure uniform quality throughout our product line. All Jamson Labs / Power Kleen manufactured products are guaranteed for 1 year when used as directed.